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Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals collected, present a lot of challenges in order to process the data. 
Usually, the signals collected contain a lot of artifacts and noises. To address this issue and to make the 
preprocessing method easier and automated. EEG is widely used to record brain signals and activity for 
clinical and research purposes. EEG signals are the best way to understand brain signals compared to other 
methods because of how accurate it is. However, it comes with certain setbacks like being highly sensitive to 
noise and susceptible to artifacts. Hence developing a pre-processing method ensures a smooth understanding 
of the signals. These pre-processing methods include filtering and noise removal techniques. Section 1 
includes the pre-processing pipelines that have been popularly used by researchers during this study. Section 
2 consists of the results and comparisons of various pipelines and our understanding of what is more effective. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a non-invasive method to capture brain activity with utility over all fields 
including medical and research. During the acquisition of data, the signal could be noisy and contain artifacts due to 
either electrical interference, incorrect placement of electrodes, or due to the participant's eye and muscle 
movements or clenching of the jaw. These artifacts could mess up the readings if left uncorrected and therefore it is 
necessary to get them removed for the purpose of data analysis. The methods to remove these artifacts could be 
filtering, noise removal, or correction of data. Standardized, automated processing pipelines provide a lot of 
advantages that would help in the uniform removal of artifacts and efficiency with larger data. Flexible pipelines 
also provide us with the advantage of swapping methods for the pipeline according to the requirement.  
 
Existing Pre-processing Pipelines 
 
 

1. HAPPE(Harvard Automated Processing Pipeline for Electroencephalography) 
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a. EEG recordings that have larger sample sizes and are of high density are usually very difficult to 
pre-process due to how unstable they could be. HAPPE focuses on the most common challenges 
that the researchers face like recordings being short or high levels of noise and artifacts. 
HAPPE[2] uses a combination of Q-ICA and ICA with MARA-based rejection components 
mainly for the conditions like high artifacts and smaller recording sizes. This processing pipeline 
could perform analysis for smaller datasets while preserving a great proposition of underlying 
signals. A few limitations like ICA decomposition requirements would not be met due to the data 
length. However, this could be approached by using PCA instead of ICA on channel-level data. 
Please note that using PCA could increase the number of artifacts, however, this is a minor 
setback. HAPPE is also freely available and is a stand-alone software.  

 
 

2. MADE(Maryland Analysis of Development EEG) 
 

a. MADE[1] was developed with the intention to standardize the EEG pre-processing method. This 
pipeline was mainly targeting paediatric data and was meant to be susceptible to the noises and 
artifacts of collecting data from paediatric populations. MADE is mainly event-related and 
provides a report at the end of the entire process describing the features of the processed data to 
help understand the quality of the data. It contains custom-written scripts and can be changed 
according to the requirements. MADE software is also freely available in GitHub.  

 
 
 

3. PREP(Standardized Pre-processing for Large-Scale EEG Analysis) 
 

a. Standardizing EEG processing usually involves referencing and high pass filtering. The main 
advantage of PREP [3] is to have an early-stage identification of interpolation of channels. This is 
used to keep a record of channels where the data could go bad. PREP is known to keep the 
complete record of the algorithm and interpolation to make sure that the EEG characteristics like 
noise detection. PREP also doesn’t use a high pass filter downstream to maximize the usefulness 
of this data across applications. This is done by careful application of noise-removal and bad 
channel detection. Therefore, bringing in uniform statistical behaviour.  

 
 
 

4. NEAR (An artifact removal pipeline for human new-born EEG data) 
 

a. NEAR’s procedure to remove artifacts is mainly focused on new-born and infant EEG data which 
is extremely sensitive. This makes it difficult to remove noise and is a much-needed pipeline for 
artifacts removal for kids. NEAR [4] is also experimenting on the frequency tagging paradigm 
using SSVEP and using ERP measures. The main approach of NEAR is to use time-frequency 
analysis or desynchronization in specific frequency ranges. NEAR is also experimentally known 
to perform better than MADE for paediatric data. NEAR software is also publicly available at 
GitHub.  

 
 
 

5. GROUP-LEVEL EEG-PROCESSING PIPELINE FOR FLEXIBLE SINGLE TRIAL-BASED 
ANALYSES INCLUDING LINEAR MIXED MODELS 

a. This method uses a single trial-based analysis of EEG and behavioural data. This method is 
mainly based on LMM analysis of ERP data. This pipeline is also open to experimenting and can 
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be modified according to one’s requirements. Parts of the pipeline can be broken down and 
swapped for other approaches.  

 
 
 

6. ADJUST (An Automatic EEG artifact detector based on the joint use of spatial and temporal features) 
 
 

a. ADJUST [6] is an automatic algorithm that identifies artifacts' independent components by 
combining stereotyped artifacts. Mainly temporal and spatial features that are specific. These 
features were mainly optimized to capture blinks and discontinuities on feature selection. After a 
lot of experiments, it showed that ADJUST’s classification of ICA matches a manual one and 
even the removal of noisy features by ADJUST was much better. This mainly also proved that 
ADJUST was a fast and efficient and automatic way to use ICA for artifact removal.   

 
 
 
 

7. FASTER (Fully Automated Statistical Thresholding for EEG artifact Rejection) 
 

a. FASTER [7] is an artifact rejection method for various aspects of the data using EEG time series 
and ICA. FASTER has been compared to the SCADS method and is known to have a 60% 
sensitivity for the detection of noisy channels and eye movements.  FASTER is also known to 
aggregate the ERP across subject datasets and helps in detecting outlier datasets.  

 
 
 

Proposed Pipeline 
 
The main aim of this pipeline is to correct the artifacts that involve a few channels and to let go of contaminated and 
noisy channels. The bad channels would be converted into epochs. Post this, filtering methods would be applied and 
Wavelet analysis and ICA would be performed to refine the data. All these steps would be flexible but as noted 
multiple times in previously mentioned pipelines, ICA is one of the most preferred methods.   
 
The first step would be to choose the dataset. We decided to go with the DEAP dataset available as an open-source 
dataset for emotion detection. The second step would be artifact removal. This could begin with removing the bad 
electrodes and finding the ones with the lesser amplitude. The difference in amplitudes could say a lot about the 
intensity of noise. A larger value of the amplitude would implicate more noisy data and thus be eliminated. Among 
the most recent trends of artifact removal, using rejection cycles would make the job easier. A rejection matrix is 
then used to understand bad samples and channels.  
 
Post this filtering would need to be performed, using a low-pass filter with the frequency ranging between 50-40 
Hertz. Low pass filtering is one of the most effective ways to remove line noise.  
However, extensive filtering (above 0.1 Hz) can introduce critical distortions in the data (8). While alternatives to 
high-pass filtering exist, such as local detrending methods (9), we have not observed better performance of these 
methods. It is preferred to apply high pass filters when the data is continuous, while low pass could be applied at any 
point. 
 
 
 
Independent Component Analysis 
ICA is mostly used with EEG data in order to remove physiological noises like eye blinks and jaw clenching. ICA is 
known to be efficient and one of the best methods because it removes very specific artifacts from the data without 
tampering with EEG data. 
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ICA is very commonly used with adult data and not very widespread in the use with paediatric data like NEAR and 
MADE. It's quite easy to collect the data in Adults as they are attentive and are susceptible to lesser noise as 
compared to kids[10]. These factors would contribute to a low success rate of separation of neural and non-neural 
sources. A good ICA decomposition requires several considerations. In order to obtain a reliable separation in ICs, 
the data must be high-pass filtered at least at 1 Hz and should not contain high amplitude noise (e.g., motion 
artifacts) [11]. However, high-pass data filtering may not be suitable for many EEG analyses (e.g., ERPs are 
distorted, and slow waves may be lost)[12]. Hence it is recommended to have a combination of the high pass and 
low pass filter depending on the data flow. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Despite being a widespread technology, the pre-processing pipeline has no standardized procedure because of the 
lack of researchers in this field[13]. We have combined the downsides of various pipelines like MADE, PREP, 
ADJUST, NEAR and thoroughly understood the drawbacks of each method making this more optimized for Adult 
data. Apart from bringing flexibility and adaptive  algorithms, this pipeline can also be used for detecting different 
segmentation methods[14 and 15]. The outcome of this research is to help propose a suitable method to be able to 
automate the stress detection technique and to analyse the best suitable method according to the participant’s 
requirement.  
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